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15 June 2015

HUTT CITY COUNCIL
WELLINGTON WATER COMMITTEE
Meeting to be held in the Upper Hutt City Council Chambers, 838-842 Fergusson Drive,
Upper Huttt on
Monday 15 June 2015 commencing at 1.00pm.
ORDER PAPER
PUBLIC BUSINESS

1.

APOLOGIES

2.

PUBLIC COMMENT
Generally up to 30 minutes is set aside for public comment (three minutes per
speaker on items appearing on the agenda). Speakers may be asked questions on
the matters they raise.

3.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST DECLARATIONS

4.

MINUTES
Meeting minutes Wellington Water Committee, 5 March 2015 including Non
Public Minutes for 5 March 2015 released into public

5.

STATEMENT OF INTENT (15/691)
Report No. WWC2015/2/20 by the Wellington Water Limited

6.

8

COMPANY UPDATE REPORT (15/692)
Report No. WWC2015/2/21 by the Wellington Water Limited

7.

2

51

QUESTIONS
With reference to section 43 of Standing Orders, before putting a question a
member shall endeavour to obtain the information. Questions shall be concise and
in writing and handed to the Chair prior to the commencement of the meeting.

Kathryn Stannard
DIVISIONAL MANAGER SECRETARIAT SERVICES
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5 March 2015

HUTT CITY COUNCIL
WELLINGTON WATER COMMITTEE
Minutes of a meeting held at James Coe 1, The Dowse Art Museum, 45 Laings Road,
Lower Hutt on
Thursday 5 March 2015 commencing at 1.05pm

PRESENT:

Deputy Mayor D Bassett (Chair) (Hutt City Council)
Mayor W Guppy (Upper Hutt City Council)
Cr I Pannett (Wellington City Council)
Cr F Wilde (Greater Wellington Regional Council)

APOLOGIES:

Mayor N Leggett (Porirua City Council)

IN ATTENDANCE:

Cr S Free, Wellington City Council (Alternate)
Mr C Crampton, Chief Executive, Wellington Water Ltd
Mr J Strahl, Chair, Wellington Water Ltd
Ms J Bryant, Principal Advisor, Wellington Water Ltd
Ms A Scheurich, Chief Financial Officer, Wellington Water Ltd
Mr T Stallinger, Chief Executive, Hutt City Council
Mr G Campbell, Chief Executive, Greater Wellington Regional
Council
Mr C Gray, Chief Financial Officer, Greater Wellington Regional
Council
Mr A Wilson, Chief Asset Officer, Wellington City Council
Ms K Stannard, Manager Secretariat Services, Hutt City Council
Ms H Clegg, Minute Taker

PUBLIC BUSINESS

1.

APOLOGIES
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WWC 15101

“That the apology received from Mayor N Leggett and Cr K Douglas (Alternate) be accepted and
leave of absence be granted.”

2.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST DECLARATIONS
There were no conflict of interest declarations.

3.

PUBLIC COMMENT
There was no public comment.
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MINUTES 19 NOVEMBER 2014 (15/334)
Meeting Minutes Wellington Water Committee, 19 November 2014
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WWC 15102

“That the minutes of the meeting of the Wellington Water Committee held on
Wednesday, 19 November 2014, be confirmed as a true and correct record.”

5.

MINUTES 17 DECEMBER 2014
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WWC 15103

“That the minutes of the meeting of the Wellington Water Committee held on
Wednesday, 17 December 2014, be confirmed as a true and correct record.”

6.

HALF YEARLY PERFORMANCE REPORT 2014/15 FROM WELLINGTON WATER
LIMITED (15/352)
Report No. WWC2015/1/12 by Wellington Water Ltd
Mr Crampton and Mr Strahl from Wellington Water Ltd elaborated on the report.
In answer to questions from members, Mr Crampton agreed to organise a briefing over
the various levels of accountability for heath and safety from the Wellington Water
Committee, through Councils, Wellington Water and the wider industry. He clarified
issues around the use of the words “asset management” and “service plan”. He
acknowledged that public education was vital to attain water consumption levels. He
stressed that part of the water over-usage problem could be attributed to water leakages
both on and off private property.
In response to a question from a member, Ms Scheurich advised that there was a time lag
between the monthly consultancy charge and when the work was completed.
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WWC 15104

“That the Committee receives and considers the half yearly performance report from Wellington
Water Limited.”
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THREE WATERS REPORT AND OUTLOOK (FOR THE QUARTER ENDING 31
DECEMBER 2014) (15/321)
Report No. WWC2015/1/8 by the Strategic Communications Advisor
Mr Crampton elaborated on the report noting that Wellington Water Ltd’s (“the
company’) culture was being established with wide consultation with staff.
In response to questions, Mr Crampton agreed that members would be briefed regarding
the various “straplines”. He further agreed to assess communication with members
especially over the break period. Mr Crampton clarified that as of today, the water
system was resilient and that the only water supply constraint was the capacity of the
water treatment plant. He noted Wellington Water would undertake a review of the
water supply performance over the 2014/15 summer to identify lessons and
improvements that coud be made in communicating with the public for 2015/16.
Mr Crampton informed members that it was the intention to publish the full report on
the company’s website for public information.
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WWC 15105

“That the Committee receives the Three Waters Report and Outlook.”

8.

THREE WATERS REGIONAL INITIATIVES (15/311)
Report No. WWC2015/1/9 by the General Manager, Network Strategy and Planning
Mr Crampton elaborated on the report.
There was general discussion regarding the report. Mr Crampton agreed to reassess the
name of the final product.
He noted that it was the company’s intention to present the document to local authorities.
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WWC 15106

“That the Committee endorses the proposed means of communicating progress on the regional
initiatives to the Wellington Water Committee.”
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DRAFT STATEMENT OF INTENT (15/310)
Report No. WWC2015/1/11 by the Principal Advisor
Mr Strahl elaborated on the report. He noted that it was the intention for the Chief
Executive of Hutt City Council to co-ordinate the local authorities feedback on the draft
Statement of Intent.
In response to questions from members, Mr Strahl agreed to repackage Client Council
KPIs so they showed alignment with the Three Waters Outcomes.
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WWC 15107

“That the Committee:

10.

(i)

receives the draft Statement of Intent (SOI) from Wellington Water Ltd (the company) and
considers any agreed feedback and recommendations back to the company;

(ii)

notes that the Chief Executive of the Hutt City Council will promulgate it to shareholding
authorities inviting their feedback;

(iii)

notes that the draft SOI has been provided before 1 March as outlined in the Letter of
Expectation; and

(iv)

notes the final SOI will be reported back to the Committee at its meeting to be held on
14 May 2015.”

INFORMATION ITEM
Statement of Intent Process (15/338)
Memorandum dated 27 February 2015 by the Divisional Manager, Secretariat
Services
There was general discussion around the tight time-frame allowed for the
feedback. Members expressed concern that the 31 March 2015 deadline for
comments back from the local authorities on the draft Statement of Intent was
impossible to meet. It was agreed to extend the deadline to 30 April 2015.
In response to questions from members, Mr Strahl advised that the company
required all feedback by 30 April 2015 so the feedback could be assessed and
commented on at the next meeting of the Wellington Water Committee meeting to
be held on 14 May 2015.
RESOLVED:
“That the Committee notes the information.”

Minute No. WWC 15108
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QUESTIONS
There were no questions.

12.

EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WWC 15109

“That the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting, namely:
13.

Minutes - 17 December 2014
The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason
for passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific grounds under
section 48(1) of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the
passing of this resolution are as follows:
(A)

(B)

(C)

General subject of the
matter to be considered.

Reason for passing this
resolution in relation to
each matter.

Ground under section
48(1) for the passing of
this resolution.

Minutes of the
Wellington Water
Committee held on 17
December 2014

The withholding of the
information is
necessary to protect the
privacy of natural
persons. (s7(2)(a)).

That the public conduct
of the relevant part of
the proceedings of the
meeting would be likely
to result in the
disclosure of
information for which
good reason for
withholding exist.

This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by
section 6 or 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or the
relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting in public are as specified in Column (B)
above.”
There being no further business the Chair declared the meeting closed at 2.00pm.

Deputy Mayor D Bassett
CHAIR
CONFIRMED as a true and correct record
Dated this 14th day of May 2015
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5 March 2015

HUTT CITY COUNCIL
WELLINGTON WATER COMMITTEE
Minutes of a meeting held at James Coe 1, The Dowse Art Museum, 45 Laings Road,
Lower Hutt on
Thursday 5 March 2015 commencing at 1.05pm

PRESENT:

Deputy Mayor D Bassett (Chair) (Hutt City Council)
Cr F Wilde (Greater Wellington Regional Council)
Mayor W Guppy (Upper Hutt City Council)
Cr I Pannett (Wellington City Council)

APOLOGIES:

Mayor N Leggett (Porirua City Council)

IN ATTENDANCE:

Cr S Free, Wellington City Council (Alternate)
Mr C Crampton, Chief Executive, Wellington Water Ltd
Mr J Strahl, Chair, Wellington Water Ltd
Ms J Bryant, Policy Advisor, Wellington Water Ltd
Ms A Scheurich, Chief Financial Officer, Wellington Water Ltd
Mr T Stallinger, Chief Executive, Hutt City Council
Mr G Campbell, Chief Executive, GWRC
Mr C Gray, Chief Financial Officer, GWRC
Mr A Wilson, Chief Asset Officer, Wellington City Council
Ms K Stannard, Manager Secretariat Services, Hutt City Council
Ms H Clegg, Minute Taker
PUBLIC EXCLUDED BUSINESS

113. WELLINGTON WATER COMMITTEE MINUTES 17 DECEMBER 2014
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WWC 15012

“That the minutes of the meeting of the Public Excluded Wellington Water Committee held on
Wednesday, 17 December 2014, be confirmed as a true and correct record.”
RESOLVED:

Minute No. WWC 151013

“That the Committee agrees that the minutes of the meeting of the Public Excluded Wellington
Water Committee be made available following the conclusion of the meeting.”
There being no further business the Chair declared the meeting closed at 2.05pm.

Deputy Mayor D Bassett
CHAIR
CONFIRMED as a true and correct record
Dated this 14th day of May 2015
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Wellington Water Committee

-

06 May 2015

File: (15/691)

Report no: WWC2015/2/20

Statement of Intent

Purpose of Report
1. To provide the near final Statement of Intent (SOI) to the Wellington Water
Committee and note feedback from councils on the draft SOI.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Committee:
(i). notes that the Board for Wellington Water approved the Statement of Intent
on 28 April 2015; and
(ii). approves the final Statement of Intent attached as Appendix 1 to the report.
Background
1. The Local Government Act 2002 requires council controlled organisations to
provide a SOI.
2. At the Wellington Water Committee meeting held on 5 March 2015, initial
feedback was provided on the SOI. Since then further feedback from
Councils was provided to Wellington Water.
3. The Board considered all this feedback and approved it for presentation to
the Wellington Water Committee as final.
Summary of feedback and response
4. The table below summarises feedback from Councils and how they have
been addressed by Wellington Water.

DEM11-9 - 15/691 - Statement of Intent
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Feedback from Councils

How Feedback has been addressed

GWRC requested company
measures be added

This has been actioned.

WCC requested a variety of
changes

This resulted in:

The Wellington Water Committee
suggested key performance
indicators could be more
meaningfully reported under each of
the three outcomes.



removing reference to assets in ‘good’
condition



the resilience outcome description
referencing climate change



removing the comment about the new brand
adopting a regional approach



confirming forecast numbers with WCC



adding an introductory sentence for the last
table in appendix 5.

This has been actioned in Appendix 3.

Consultation
5. During the preparation of the SOI, Wellington Water has consulted with:
 Audit New Zealand; and
 all five councils, their Chief Executives and Infrastructure Managers.
6. The Board met on 28 April 2015 to consider the update and with some minor
amendments approved the content as final.
Next Steps
7. The next steps include professional layout and formatting to publish the SOI,
making it available to Councils before 30 June and publishing it on the
Wellington Water website.

Appendices
No.

Title

1

SOI to WWC Final

Page
10

Author: External Author (Wellington Water Ltd)
WW
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Wellington Water Committee
06 May 2015

File: (15/692)

Report no: WWC2015/2/21

Company Update Report

Purpose of Report
1.

To provide an update on the company’s activities over quarter three.

Recommendations
It is recommended that the Committee agrees that the Regional Three Waters
Report and Outlook can be distributed to Councils in parallel with distribution to
the Wellington Water Committee.
Background
2.

After two Wellington Water Committee meetings we are getting into a regular
pattern for reporting our performance. This quarter we have consolidated all
our reports into one report which is laid out in a format we can repeat each
quarter.

3.

The layout is:








progress against our outcomes
progress on regional initiatives
Regional Three Waters Report and Outlook
governance issues
trusted advisor
general.

Progress against our three outcomes
Safe to drink (status green)
4.

The region’s water is safe to drink.

DEM11-9 - 15/692 - Company Update Report
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Respectful to the environment (Status: amber)
5.

Our environmental performance was satisfactory over the quarter. We had a
number of minor discharges to the environment which could have been
prevented. Each incident has been investigated and improvements made to
our system. In one case, we have subsequently been issued with an
infringement notice by the GWRC.

6.

The quality of fresh water in our rivers and streams has worsened over the
last quarter which has sparked an aggressive investigation programme. Our
monitoring programme continues to be extended across all councils so we
can obtain the same level of information across all water bodies in the
region.

Resilient now and in the future (Status: green)
7.

The network performed to expectations over the last quarter. Routine testing
has indicated that 3 aquifer wellfield bores have water aged at 18 months
with a confidence of +/- 6 months. The New Zealand Drinking Water
Standard 2008 requires water to be older than 12 months to get a secure
ground water status. As we develop the next asset management plan for
bulk water we will include a holistic review of the operations of the wellfield.
This will include the best placement of bores within the wellfield and how
they are operated to meet future demand.

Progress on regional initiatives
8. Slow steady progress is being made with the regional initiatives. The
quarterly performance report is provided in Attachment 1 and has been
updated based on your feedback at the last meeting.
9. Our performance score is based on our progress towards achieving the
annual targets set.
Regional Asset Management Plan (RAMP)
10. We are on track to deliver our first RAMP in time to influence the
2016/17 financial year. This document will enable a regional approach to
the provision of three waters services on behalf of Councils
At the meeting we want to take the opportunity to introduce you to the
process we are proposing that will inform development of the RAMP and
encourage conversations about where councils want to invest and why.
The approach we are proposing is in its early stages of development
where we are exploring ideas about how best to engage councils to make
trade-off decisions.
To facilitate this discussion we have developed a Strategic Asset
Management Framework (Attachment 2) to help guide investment
decisions. The framework is designed to start to influence decision
making from 2016/17, so this is an opportunity to influence our thinking
about the framework’s design and how it could work in practice.
The framework is structured by the three waters outcomes and each
outcome contains a set of strategic goals that break the outcome down to
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high level results. Councils can decide whether to increase, decrease or
keep investment static.
As the framework is used and decisions are made, interdependencies
between the outcomes and strategic goals will play out. For example
under our resilience outcome we have a strategic goal: “our services are
maintained through planned renewals” that may have a direct correlation
with the goal: “the three water networks can continue to perform adequately
after a seismic event.” Understanding interdependencies better will help
us determine where smart investments can be made that could generate
efficiencies or positive spin-off effects for other outcomes.
Given the framework is only conceptual at this stage, we will refine it in
more detail with Infrastructure Managers individually for each council
to ensure it works for them as a direction setting tool. We will then look
across their individual investment preferences to identify common
themes from a regional perspective that could be reflected in the RAMP.
We intend to bring these regional trends back to the Committee to agree
before reflecting them in the RAMP and influencing the 2016/17 Long
Term Plan. To help work this through some more, we are considering
running a workshop on how to implement the framework at the next
Committee meeting on 20 August.
11. We have provided three examples (one per outcome) to illustrate how
the framework could be used. They are not yet modelled on actual data
but are intended to highlight gaps between current performance and
target. For example the outcome about being ‘resilient now and in the
future’ has a goal that ‘flooding doesn’t impact on people’s safety and/or
property, business, essential services and key transport links.’ This example
illustrates that if there is no investment or changes to better prepare for
floods and their impacts, then we are unlikely to meet the target and
there is a risk that performance could deteriorate as a result of factors
such as climate change. If we invest more in the right places (that have
the most significant impact), then we are more likely to achieve the
target over time.
12. The framework recognises that investment isn’t the only way to achieve
improved outcomes. It suggests alternative levers for change for
example in the flooding area (eg. regulatory controls on building
standards, changes to city planning and land use, affordable design
standards and taking a longer term approach to overland flow
management). All these factors could be considered when arriving at a
decision about levels of service and what customers (ratepayers) expect
to receive.
Seismic resilience of the water network
13. This work is proceeding to plan. We continue to scope up the work and put
the necessary resources in place to make the required progress. One of the
first steps will be to work the project through the Better Business Case
process, recommended by the Treasury. This process provides assurance to
decision makers of the value proposition of the work and ensures all
participating parties are clear about what we are trying to solve.
14. The difference in timing between our network approach and progress on the
GWRC bulk water projects is causing some parties concern. Our view is that
the two work programmes will come together within the year prior to any
major investment decisions on the delivery of any projects.
DEM11-9 - 15/692 - Company Update Report
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Whaitua
15. The Porirua Whaitua Committee has been established and is working
through the forming stage. Wellington Water is well positioned in the GWRC
project team which supports the Whaitua Committee.
16. Our focus continues to be on creating connections between the current water
quality issues and investment in three waters services. Thus when limits are
proposed to be set the required investment to meet these limits is fully
understood.
Community education
17. No specific progress to be reported.

Regional Three Waters Report and Outlook
18. Our standard report is included in Attachment 3.
19. The focus during the quarter was on water supply provision through the very
dry summer. The system performed very well when demand was held to
under 160ML/day. This was achieved by the introduction of water restrictions
on residents. Once the drought broke it took another 2-3 weeks before the
catchments recovered to allow normal run of river supply to resume.
20. Our major performance issue continues to be the delivery of the capital
works programme. Notwithstanding changes to the Porirua City Council
programme, which has resulted in a number of carryovers, our delivery is too
skewed toward the end of the year. A number of initiatives are being worked
on to improve this situation which will take up to a year to fully implement.
21. We have seen a significant lift in Health and Safety reporting over the
quarter. Our target is to be able to report the entire three waters sector by the
end of June 2015 and we are on track to achieve this. The most pleasing
result has been the big lift in ‘near miss’ reporting which is an indication of
the underlying safety culture of organisations.
22. The timing of the Wellington Water Committee meetings and the formal
release of the ‘regional three waters report and outlook’ to councils is not
working. If we wait until the Water Committee considers the report then
councils receive the report at a date later than it is relevant for. It would be
much more useful for the report to be released to the Wellington Water
Committee and the councils at the same time. This can occur if the
Committee is comfortable with its content and there is no risk in its release
ahead of the Wellington Water Committee meeting.

Governance
23. The Board has settled into its regular quarterly meeting cycles. Cynthia
Brophy and David Wright have now attended two meetings and are providing
valuable input. The Board farewelled Ian Hutchings at the last meeting as his
term has expired. Ian was on the Capacity/Wellington Water Board for 6
years.
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24. The Board will conduct its annual review of its performance at its next
meeting. Results will be shared with the Wellington Water Committee at its
August meeting.

Trusted advisor
25. The Wellington Water business model is unique in that the company is set up
to hold all the professional expertise to plan and manage three waters
services across the region, while shareholding councils will use this advice to
set long term outcomes and the necessary investment to meet these
outcomes.
26. The model is simple in its set up and complex in its relationships. This is why
we define the interaction between the Company and councils as a trusted
advisor model. Wellington Water is very mindful of the role councils have
with their customers and in the stewardship of the assets they own. Our
objective is to provide expert advice to councils in a way which feels like an
extension of their own individual businesses.
27. Such a model takes time to bed down and requires trust to develop on each
side so advice can be transferred feely between all the parties. I feel we are
making good progress. We have the odd issue which doesn’t go so well but
this helps further define how the model works in practice.
28. Attachment 4 provides our most recent thinking in this area, developed
through the Client Council Representatives meeting. The Client Council
Representative meeting is at the centre of the trusted advisor model as all
our Infrastructure Manager equivalents meet together with Wellington Water
to drive the regional agenda. The diagram reinforces our core offering which
is the professional capability to add value through expert regional asset
management skills. This core offering is enhanced by proactively watching
the national agenda, building our reputation and developing the business to
enhance value for our shareholders.

General issues
Wellington Water fully formed
29. The company went live on 2 March 2015 and moved into new premises on
19 March 2015. Great progress has been made transitioning the legacy
organisations and recruiting new staff into the new structure. We are
confident the company will be fully mobilised for the 2015/16 financial year.
Regional condition report
30. Evert year (as requested in the Letter of Expectation) we will provide a
regional asset condition report. This year we have completed the report for
all pipe networks. Next year we will be able to complete a full asset condition
report.
Wellington Water positioning and brand
31. Wellington Water is owned by and carries out work on behalf of the five
councils.
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32. Our Board and the Wellington Water Committee agreed that Wellington
Water would have its own brand. Last month you asked for examples of how
the brand was being used. These are included in attachment 5.
Wider water issues
33. The Treasury is leading development of a National Infrastructure Plan. The
final plan is due to be released to the public in August 2015 and we
anticipate it will contain some suggested changes at a national level for how
water assets and infrastructure should be managed across the country. In
particular, it seems the introduction of metadata standards (common basis
for recording data) will occur and this will lead to the possible requirement, in
the future, of full disclosure of three waters performance information from
local government.
34. The OAG have announced in their draft annual plan programme, that they
will focus on investment and asset management throughout local
government.
35. Local Government New Zealand is likely to release their Three Waters report
in May.
36. Our approach is to keep a watching brief on these issues and ensure we
position the region and what it is doing in a positive way with national
stakeholders and ensure it is ready for any proposed changes.
Appendices
No.

Title

Page

1

Attachment 1 Regional Initiatives Report Final
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Attachment 2 strategic goal framework updated
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Attachment 3 - Waters_Report__Outlook_ Q3Fin Final
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4

Attachment 4 Trusted Advisor Model Final
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5

Attachment 5 - Wellington Water Positioning and Brand Final
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Attachment 2 strategic goal framework updated

Strategic Asset Management: Investing for outcomes

V6

Safe Drinking Water
Strategic Goals

Our customers are
provided with
healthy drinking
water

Our customers are
happy with the
taste and quality of
the water we
supply

Our customers
including
emergency services
are satisfied with
the pressure and
flow requirements

Strategic Goals

Waste production
is minimised
(including sludge)

Our harbours and
waterways are safe
for recreational
purposes and
support aquatic life

Council direction

Respectful of the environment
Our three water
activities have
minimal effect on
the ocean
environment

The natural and
built environment
is left in a better
state from the
work we do

Our water
resources are
protected and
sustainable for
future generations
(aquifer and river
sources)

Our customers
respect the
environmental
impacts of three
waters through
changes in their
behaviour

Council direction

Resilient now and in the future
Strategic Goals

Service outages for
customers are
minimised

Our services are
maintained
through planned
renewals

Water Supply and
Wastewater
Services to
customers after an
emergency are
restored quickly

Flooding doesn’t
impact on peoples’
safety and/or
property,
businesses,
essential services
and key transport
links

Exposure to
wastewater doesn’t
affect public health

The three water
networks can
continue to
perform
adequately after
a seismic event

Land movement
resulting in
service failure
does not impact
on our
customers’ safety
and property

Climate change
predictions are
accounted for in
investment
decision making

The three waters
service supply
matches demand
for projected
growth

Council direction
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Working with our client councils to achieve our 3 water outcomes
Council provides direction at
the strategic goal level

3 Outcomes

Safe to
drink

Council reviews effectiveness
of service delivery against
strategic goal every 3 years
and adjustments made

Council sets level of service

(LoS and/or investment)

Respectful
of the
environme
nt
Resilient
now and in
the future

Wellington Water delivers
activities and reports on
effectiveness and
performance against strategic
goal and level of service

Wellington Water derives
budgets for 3 waters
activities to achieve level of
service for strategic goal

Council approves budgets for
activities in LTPs
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EXAMPLE 1: FLOODING
3 WATERS OUTCOME: ‘Resilient Now and in the Future’
STRATEGIC GOAL: ‘Flooding doesn’t impact on peoples’ safety and/or property, businesses, essential services and key transport links’
CONTEXT: The region’s stormwater networks have been installed at different levels of service depending on the standards at the time of installation. Some areas are affected by high intensity flooding which can
affect residential dwellings, businesses and essential services and key transport links. It is not practical or economically viable to provide protection for extreme events e.g. 1 in 50/100 year event. The best way to
assess the effect of flooding in these areas and locations is to use a hydraulic model. The aim is to reduce the number of impacts over the long term through targeted prioritised investment.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
LEVELS OF SERVICE &
PERFORMANCE
50
45
40
IMPACT:
35
On Habitable floors, 30
commercial buildings, key
25
services (eg fire stations)
20
and key transport corridors
15
10
5
0

CHOICES FOR
COUNCIL

investment = Future performance (less impact over time)

Current Performance

Aspirational Target (LoS)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 TIME
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

1) Change investment

2) Use other levers

AND / OR
 INVESTMENT = PERFORMANCE
 INVESTMENT = PERFORMANCE
MAINTAIN INVESTMENT =  PERFORMANCE OVER TIME*
(deterioration through other factors eg climate change)
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SETTING AFFORDABLE DESIGN STANDARDS
REGULATORY CONTROLS ON BUILDING STANDARDS
CITY PLANNING & LAND USE
LONG-TERM STRATEGIC APPROACH TO OVERLAND FLOW
MANAGEMENT
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EXAMPLE 2: SAFE DRINKING WATER
3 WATERS OUTCOME: ‘Safe drinking water’
STRATEGIC GOAL: ‘Our customers are provided with healthy drinking water’
CONTEXT: We provide safe drinking water to our customers. This is measured by compliance with NZ drinking water standards. To meet these standards there are set requirements for both the water treatment and
the reticulation system that cannot be waived. We currently meet these standards and operate at a higher level to reduce the risk of non-compliance across the network.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
LEVELS OF SERVICE &
PERFORMANCE

BUFFER
(Proactive risk
management practices)

CURRENT POSITION

FULL COMPLIANCE

NON-COMPLIANCE

CHOICES FOR
COUNCIL

90.00%
1

1) Change investment

2) Use other levers
AND / OR

 INVESTMENT = BUFFER
 INVESTMENT = BUFFER
MAINTAIN INVESTMENT =  MAINTAIN BUFFER
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LAND USE CONTROL – AFFECTING CATCHMENT AND SOURCE
REDUCING THE LEVEL OF CONTROL OVER NETWORK
MANAGEMENT
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EXAMPLE 3: BEACHES AND THE ENVIRONMENT
3 WATERS OUTCOME: ‘Respectful of the environment’
STRATEGIC GOAL: ‘Our harbours and waterways are safe for recreational purposes and support aquatic life’
CONTEXT: The quality of the stormwater discharged from our network influences the quality of the receiving waters - freshwater, coastal and harbour. We monitor this quality by sampling the water quality of our
beaches and streams and also through the percentage of days our beaches are closed during the bathing season. We trend sampling results from selected freshwater and beach sites all year round and beach
closures between November and April. The aim is to show an increasing water quality and decreasing beach closure trend.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

50

LEVELS OF SERVICE &
PERFORMANCE

45
40
35

Level of Service
(minimum requirement)

30

% Beach availability
25
(90%)
20

Current performance

15
10
5

CHOICES FOR
COUNCIL

0

TIME
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

1) Change investment

2) Use other levers
AND / OR

 INVESTMENT MAY  PERFORMANCE
 INVESTMENT = PERFORMANCE
MAINTAIN INVESTMENT MAY PERFORMANCE
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REDUCE LEVEL OF SERVICE - eg BEACHES AVAILABLE 85% OF
TIME
STRONGER REGULATORY CONTROLS ON OTHER POLLUTION
SOURCES
INFLUENCING COMMUNITY BEHAVIOUR
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